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Abstract. Service-oriented collective intelligence, which creates new
value by combining various programs and data as services, requires many
participants. Therefore it is crucial for an infrastructure for serviceoriented collective intelligence to satisfy various policies of service
providers. Some previous works have proposed methods for service selection and adaptation which are required to satisfy service providers’
policies. However, they do not show how to check if the selected services
and adaptation processes certainly satisfy service providers’ policies. In
this paper, we propose an execution control framework which realizes
service selection and adaptation in order to satisfy service providers’
policies. On the framework, the behaviors of composite services are veriﬁed against service providers’ policies based on model checking. We also
formally deﬁned the eﬀect of the proposed execution control APIs. This
enabled us to update models for veriﬁcation at runtime and reduce the
search space for veriﬁcation.

1

Introduction

Services computing technologies had initially aimed to realize ﬂexible development and management of information system of enterprises. However, services
computing are now applied to service-oriented collective intelligence, which creates new values by combining a wide variety of programs and contents provided
by various providers.
For example, the Language Grid[1] is one of the infrastructures for serviceoriented collective intelligence and has achieved interoperability of language resources such as machine translators and dictionaries by wrapping them as Web
services with standardized interfaces. More than 120 organizations have joined
the Language Grid and 90 language services are available on the infrastructure.
It is crucial to have many service providers join in order to realize for serviceoriented collective intelligence. Service providers usually have their own policies
about use of their service including limitation of transferred data, constraints
on combinations of services and so on. Therefore an infrastructure for serviceoriented collective intelligence must be capable of satisfying their policies. From
this aspect, service-oriented collective intelligence is quite diﬀerent with traditional collective knowledge which relies on single license e.g. Wikipedia. As for
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the Language Grid, it allows service providers to set permission to use their
service for each user and limit amount of transferred data.
One of the major advantages of services computing is a ﬂexibility of development and management. This is the reason why a composite service is usually
deﬁned as a workﬂow. Users can select services which are assigned to tasks in the
workﬂow at runtime according to his/her requirements. On the other hand, in
the context of service-oriented collective intelligence, the combination of selected
services must satisfy service providers’ policy. Otherwise, some adaptation process should be applied in order to change the behavior of the services and make
them follow the given policy.
Many previous works have proposed methods for service selection for composite services[2,3]. Moreover, to adapt behaviors of services without changing
models of the composite services, various methods using Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP)[4] or proxy for message exchange[5] have been proposed. In [6],
a comprehensive process for service selection and adaptation is also proposed.
However, service selection and adaptation during execution make it diﬃcult
to verify that service providers’ policies are satisﬁed. Applying an adaptation
process to satisfy a policy may lead to violation of another policy which was satisﬁed before the adaptation. Although model checking for composite services[7]
can verify behaviors, such method has the following problems.
Dynamic change of model. Runtime adaptation changes the behavior of the
target composite service during execution. It is unrealistic to manually change
the model for veriﬁcation.
Verification cost. Veriﬁcation is performed by exhaustively searching execution states. Runtime veriﬁcation may decline the performance of the composite service.
To solve the problems, we propose an execution control framework whose behaviors can be veriﬁed by extending the methods proposed in [8] and [6]. We also
show a reduction of search space for runtime veriﬁcation according to service
selection and adaptation during execution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show a scenario
which represents the problems to be solved. In Section 3, we overview the system
architecture which solves the problems. Then we detail the solution, which consists of an execution control framework for composite service and application of
model checking in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. After introducing related
works in Section 6, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

2

Scenario

In this section, we show a typical scenario and the problems to be solved by
taking a composite service for translation on the Language Grid[1] as an example. Suppose a composite service combines a morphological analyzer, a machine
translator, and technical term dictionaries. This service improves translation
quality of technical documents by translating technical terms in the given sentences using the technical term dictionaries, not the machine translator.
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Figure 1 shows the overview of the composite service. A square which contains
a circle represents a service invocation. First the given sentences are divided into
morphemes by the morphological analyzer. Next dictionaries ﬁnd technical terms
which consist of the morphemes and return the translation of the technical terms.
Finally the translator translates the whole sentences.
while
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Fig. 1. A composite service for translation

As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that a composite service is deﬁned in a workﬂow description language such as WS-BPEL[9]. In a composite service, the constituent services deﬁne only the interface and are not bound to any endpoint.
We refer to such a service as an abstract service. For example, on the Language
Grid, an abstract service is deﬁned for each service type such as translators and
dictionaries. Endpoints for the services are determined when the composite service is invoked or during execution. A service to which an endpoint is bound is
called a concrete service.
A set of concrete services which can be bound to an abstract service is called
a service cluster. In Fig. 1, there are more than one concrete services in each
service cluster. In our example, we bind one concrete service to the morphological
analyzer and the machine translator. For the dictionary, we ﬁrst bind a composite
service for cross search and then bind two concrete services to abstract services
in the cross search composite service.
When we use the composite service, we need to select concrete services which
satisfy service providers’ policies. Assume that both the life science dictionary
and the chemistry dictionary are provided by the same provider and that the
provider prohibits concurrent access to the two services to prevent a user from
giving too much load. On the other hand, the composite service allows two dictionary services to be concurrently executed because the designer of the composite
service does not know which services are bound. In the case that the two dictionaries are bound, the execution of the composite service violates the provider’s
policy. Since the providers’ policies must be certainly satisﬁed, some veriﬁcation
method such as model checking should be applied.
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However, the uncertainty of service execution often causes the following problems. Assume the dictionary service replaces the technical terms found in the
input sentences with words in the target languages and that the translator does
not translate words in the target language. In this way, we can obtain a translation result whose technical terms are translated by the dictionary, not by the
translator. But this may cause a failure of execution of the translator because
the length of input sentences changes by the word replacement and may exceeds
the limit of input length of the translator.
One of the solutions to this failure is adding an adaptation process, which
divides the input string into sentences, translates each of them and merge the
translation results. But applying adaptation processes may cause other violation
of service providers’ policies because the business logic is changed. For example,
the service provider for a dictionary service and translator service may give
discount for a plan of the same count of invocation of the services. Therefore we
need to modify the model for veriﬁcation according to the changes of business
logic and perform veriﬁcation again.
The ﬁrst problem of the above approach is that it is unrealistic for the user or
the human operator to modify models for veriﬁcation during execution. Another
problem is that veriﬁcation during execution may decline the performance of the
composite service.

3

System Architecture

In this section, we describe the system architecture which contains an execution
control framework for runtime service selection and adaptation and a veriﬁcation
framework for dynamic changes of the business change.
Figure 2 shows the overview of the system proposed in this paper. The system
consists of the composite service execution engine, service selector and behavior
veriﬁer.
The composite service execution engine interprets and executes the deployed
composite services. It is extended to provide APIs for adaptation which allows
changing business logics of composite services and get/set execution state of
running instance of a composite service. Using the APIs, we can deﬁne an adaptation service, which is a composite service and implements adaptation process
for other composite services. The interaction between the adaptation service and
the target composite service is conﬁgured by a supervision service, which is also
a composite service and uses the APIs.
The service selector ﬁnds a combination of services which satisfy service
providers’ policies and binds them to abstract services. If there is no combination which satisﬁes the given policies, it searches for adaptation processes
which can change properties of the services and satisfy given policies referring
to proﬁles of available services and adaptation processes.
The veriﬁer checks that a composite services satisﬁes given policy based on
the model of the composite service, the model of the adaptation service and
changes of business logic deﬁned in the supervision service. It uses SPIN model
checker.
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Fig. 2. An architecture for policy enforcement

We describe the steps of service execution on the architecture below. First the
composite service execution engine is invoked by a request from a user. Since abstract composite services are deployed on the engine, user can specify bindings for
constituent services of the composite services. For abstract services to which the
user does not bind a concrete service, the service selector selects concrete services
to be bound. Adaptation processes to be applied are also activated if needed.
Through execution of the composite service, the following two types of check
are performed.
Execution state check. Check if the combination of services and variables deﬁned in a composite service satisfy the given policies. This check is performed
before each service invocation.
Behavioral check. Check if the execution state and protocols of service invocation. This check is performed before an adaptation process is executed.
Both checks are also performed when execution of a composite service starts.
If the service selector cannot ﬁnd a combination which passes execution state
check, it applies adaptation processes to services. For example, when the system
ﬁnds that the input string exceeds the limit of length, the adaptation process
which divides an input string into sentences can be applied to pass the check.
The selected adaptation process must pass behavioral check using SPIN model
checker[10]. When it cannot ﬁnally ﬁnd an appropriate combination of services
or adaptation processes, the execution of the composite service fails. The method
for ﬁnding a combination of services and adaptation processes is proposed in [6].

4

Adaptation Using Execution Control

The architecture shown in the previous section contains adaptation mechanism.
The adaptation requires ﬂexible changes of behaviors of composite services, e.g.
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adding a parallel process and skipping deﬁned a service invocation. We deﬁned
two types of execution control APIs to realize the adaptation. In this section, we
describe the details of the APIs and a framework for adaptation using the APIs.
4.1

Execution State Control

The composite service deﬁned in WS-BPEL, the standard language for describing composite services, consists of activities. An activity corresponds to
an atomic process in a composite service such as service invocation and assignment of variables. Most of WS-BPEL execution engines deﬁne state for activities.
We assume that an activity is in one of the following states: Ready, Running,
Finished, Suspended.
A composite service deﬁned in WS-BPEL also has variables and partner links
which are information about service to be invoked. A partner link has an endpoint address of the invoked service. Therefore we can change invoked services
at runtime by changing the endpoint address set to the partner link, without
changing the model of the composite service.
In this paper, we assume the state of a running instance of a composite service
is deﬁned by the combination of states of activities, values of variables and endpoint addresses set to partner links. Most of constraints which come from service
providers’ policies are deﬁned by the information. For example, the violation of
the limit of input length can be found by checking the value of the variable input
to the translator before invocation.
Table 1. Execution control APIs
API
getVariable(pid,
varname)
setVariable(pid,
varname, value)
getPartnerLink(pid,
plname)
setPartnerLink(pid,
plname, address)
getActivityState(pid)
suspend(pid, activity)
resume(pid, activity)
getProcessIds(sid)

Eﬀect
Get the value of the speciﬁed variable. This API takes
a process ID and a variable name as parameters.
Set a value to the speciﬁed variable. This API takes
a process ID, variable name and values to be set as
parameters.
Get the speciﬁed partner link. This API takes a process
ID and a partner link name as parameters.
Set a partner link. This API takes a process ID, a
partner link and an endpoint address to be set to the
partner link as parameters.
Get states of all activities in the speciﬁed process. This
takes a process ID as parameters.
Suspend the speciﬁed running activity. This API takes
a process ID and activity as parameters.
Resume the speciﬁed suspended activity. This API
takes a process ID and activity as parameters.
Get process IDs of running instances of the speciﬁed
composite service. This API takes a service ID as a
parameter.
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On the basis of the above assumption, we realized the APIs for execution
control shown in Table 1. These APIs get/set variables, partner links and states
of activities. We also provide an API for getting information of a target process.
WS-BPEL provides functionalities for getting/setting variables and partner
links in the same running instance. On the other hand, we provide APIs for
access information in other instances of composite services. This is because we
need to consider all processes which use a service in order to satisfy policies of
the provider of the service.
Moreover, even in the same instance, WS-BPEL does not provide functionalities for getting/setting states of activities. Therefore we usually need to modify
the model of the composite services and add an interface which allows access to
the execution state of the composite services. However, the designer of the composite service does not know what interface is required because a combination
of services are decided at runtime.
Generally speaking, human operator monitors and manages execution state of
composite services. They usually have a process or a workﬂow for the monitoring
and management. Therefore we allow them to implement a composite service
which realizes the same process as they perform by providing the APIs as Web
service. The composite service can be deﬁned also in WS-BPEL. Therefore we
apply existing methods or tools for business process modeling.
4.2

Business Logic Control

After deﬁning an adaptaion process, we need to integrate it into the target composite service. For example, using the APIs shown in Table 1, we can implement
a composite service which gets an input string to translator, divides it into sentences, and merges after translating each of them. We need to deﬁne the protocol
between the target composite service and the composite service for adaptation.
Most of previous works on adaptation for composite services have proposed
methods for adding processes to existing composite services based on AOP[4,5].
But more ﬂexible adaptations such as adding a parallel process or skipping activity are often required for adaptation in order to satisfy service providers’ policies.
Moreover, we need to apply adaptation at runtime because some violations of
policies are found during execution.
According to these requirements, we provide the APIs shown in Table 2 for
changing business logic. We also make these APIs accessible as Web service.
Therefore we can deﬁne a composite services for changing business logic in order
to integrate a certain adaptation process.
4.3

Adaptation Example

We can realize various adaptation processes by implementing composite services
which use the APIs shown in this Section. We refer to a composite service which
uses APIs for getting/setting execution state as an adaptation service, and a
composite service which uses APIs for changing business logic as a supervision
service.
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Table 2. Business logic control APIs
API
skip(pid, start,
end)
fork join(pid,
start, end,
invocation)
fork(pid, start,
invocation)
insert(pid, start,
pname, param)

Eﬀect
Skip activities in the speciﬁed range. This API takes a process ID and activity locations which specify the range to be
skipped.
Add a parallel process to the speciﬁed instance. This takes
a process ID, activity locations where the parallel process
starts/ﬁnishes and invocation information (endpoint address,
operation and input data) as parameters.
Add a parallel process to the speciﬁed instance. This takes
a process ID, an activity location where the parallel process
starts and invocation information as parameters.
Invoke a service at the speciﬁed location. This takes a process
ID, an activity location where the invoked process starts and
invocation information as parameters.
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while
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end
ﬂow

ﬂow

end if

getVariable divide

Translator merge

fork_join
getPartnerLink
setVariable
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Add parallel process
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Diconary

Translator

Target Service

Fig. 3. Adaptation for division and merging

Figure 3 shows an example of adaptation for the composite service shown in
Fig. 1. The adaptation divides input string to translator and merges them after
translating each of them.
The Supervision Service shown in Fig. 3 is invoked after Service Selector
decides to use the Adaptation Service. First it checks the endpoint for translator
getPartnerLink, and then integrates the Adaptation Service into the target
composite service (fork join) and skip invocation of translator deﬁned in the
target service (skip).
The adaptation service ﬁrst reads the variable which is set as the input to the
translator (getVariable). Then it divides the input to sentences and translates
each of them in loop. The traslation results are merged and set to the variable
which is set to the output of the translator (setVariable).
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Verification during Execution

When a supervision process is executed, the business logic of the target service
is changed as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore execution of the target service may
violate policies which were once satisﬁed. This is the reason we should perform
behavioral check whenever adaptation is applied. In this section, we ﬁrst show
how models for veriﬁcation are changed based on business logic APIs described
in the previous section. Then we propose an idea for reducing computational
cost for veriﬁcation in order to prevent decline of performance.
5.1

Updating Model

Behavioral check described in Section 3 uses SPIN model checker and requires
model of composite services described in Promela. We assume the models for
SPIN can be generated from WS-BPEL processes. Although it is impossible to
generate models which represents complete behaviors of a composite service, in
[7], the author shows the method generating a model described in Promela from
composite services described in WS-BPEL by introducing some abstraction.
Using SPIN and model described in Promela, we can verify that policies represented as LTL (Liner Temporal Logic) formula are satisﬁed. For example, the following formula f represents that the life science dictionary service (Slif e science )
and the chemistry dictionary service (Schemistry ) are not concurrently executed.
state() returns the state of the given service.
f = ¬((state(Slif e science ) = Running) ∧ (state(Schemistry ) = Running))
SPIN transforms models described in Promela into an automaton which represents behaviors of the system. The automaton of the whole system including
the target composite services and adaptation services can be obtained as an
asynchronous product of automatons of target composite services S1 ...Sm and
those of adaptation services a1 ...an as shown below.
MA = MS1 × ...MSm × Ma1 × ... × Man
The LTL formula f is satisﬁed if a synchronous product of MA and Mf , which
is an automaton corresponding to the negation of f , is empty.
MA needs to be changed when business logic control APIs are executed. Since
it is unrealistic to manually modify the model during execution, we deﬁned
modiﬁcation of an automaton for each API in Table 2.
Figure 4 shows the process for fork join. The idea of the modiﬁcation is to
add states for sending requests/receiving response. In Fig. 4, we omit the process
ID from the parameter list for simplicity. Channels which represent sending a
request to/receiving a response from the adaptation service are deﬁned. States
which correspond to activity location speciﬁed as start or end are also deﬁned.
The automaton can have more than one state which corresponds to start or
end because the states can have the values of variables and partner links.
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fork_join(start, end, invocaon)
ch!op <- send acon on channel which represents invocaon
Sstart <- set of states which corresponds to start
ch?op <- receive acon on channel which represents invocaon
Send <- set of states which corresponds to end
for each sstart in Sstart
Sto_start <- set of states which have transion to sstart
for each sto_start in Sto_start
create node Snew
replace transion(sto_start, sstart, act) with transion(sto_start, snew, act)
create transion(snew, sstart, ch!op)
end for
end for
for each send in Send
Sto_end <- set of states which have transion to send
for each sto_end in Sto_end
create node Snew
replace transion(sto_end, send, act) with transion(sto_end, snew, act)
create transion(snew, send, ch?op)
end for
end for

Fig. 4. Updating automaton of veriﬁcation model (fork join)

In the ﬁrst loop, the algorithm inserts a new state before the activity location
speciﬁed as start. The transition from/to the new state are also created. The
transition from the new state to the state which corresponds to the activity
location speciﬁed as start is performed when the send action on the channel
is executed. In the latter part of the algorithm, the same goes for states which
correspond to the activity location speciﬁed as end.
The modiﬁcation process for other APIs are shown in Fig. 5.
5.2

Reducing Execution State Space

Behavioral check requires exhaustive search on state space and may decline the
performance of composite services. Therefore reducing search space contributes
to improving the performance.
Business logic control APIs does not aﬀect states between the initial state and
states which corresponds to the activity location speciﬁed as start. This is the
reason the states do not have to be checked once veriﬁcation is performed before
starting execution of the composite service.
On the other hand, we need to check reachability from the current state to
the states which are added by the processes shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
Based on the above idea, we search only transition to states which are newly
added by the processes in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 if the search reaches the state which
has a transition to the newly added states.
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fork(start, invocaon)
ch!op <- send acon on channel which represents invocaon
Sstart <- set of states which corresponds to start
for each sstart in Sstart
Sto_start <- set of states which have transion to sstart
for each sto_start in Sto_start
create node Snew
replace transion(sto_start, sstart, act) with transion(sto_start, snew, act)
create transion(snew, sstart, ch!op)
end for
end for
insert(start, invocaon)
ch!op <- send acon on channel which represents invocaon
ch?op <- receive acon on channel which represents invocaon
Sstart <- set of states which corresponds to start
for each sstart in Sstart
Sto_start <- set of states which have transion to sstart
for each sto_start in Sto_start
create node Snew1, Snew2
replace transion(sto_start, sstart, act) with transion(sto_start, snew1, act)
create transion(snew1, snew2, ch!op)
create transion(snew2, sstart, ch?op)
end for
end for
skip(start, end)
Sstart <- set of states which corresponds to start
Send <- set of states which corresponds to end
for each sstart in Sstart
Sto_start <- set of states which have transion to sstart
for each sto_start in Sto_start
for each send in Send
act <- acon for transion from sto_start to sstart
replace path(sto_start, send) with transion(sto_start, snew, act)
end for
end for
end for

Fig. 5. Updating automaton of veriﬁcation model (fork, insert, skip)

Figure 6 shows the algorithm. First Initialize() is executed, then search is
recursively executed. This is based on depth-ﬁrst search, which is used by SPIN
as default, and satisfy checks if the condition are satisﬁed or not. The condition
is given according to f which represents service providers’ policies. If any of states
does not satisfy the condition, the algorithm immediately exits and returns error.
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Inialize()
Add the inial state to State Space
Push the inial state to stack
search()
stop <- top of stack
if stop does not sasfy the condion
exit(error)
end if
Snext <- set of states to which can be directly moved from stop
for each snew in Snext
if snew is a state added by business logic control APIs
if snew is not in State Space
add snew to State Space
push snew to stack
search()
end if
end if
end for
pop from stack

Fig. 6. An execution state search algorithm

6

Related Works

This work shows architecture based on runtime service selection and adaptation
with veriﬁcation for an infrastructure where many service providers join. In this
section, we introduce some related works on veriﬁcation of composite services,
service selection and adaptation.
For veriﬁcation, various approaches including process algebra, Petri net, ﬁnite state machine or logic have been proposed. Nakajima proposed a method
for generating description in Promela, which is used for SPIN model checker,
from a WS-BPEL process[7]. In the paper, the author shows an abstraction for
veriﬁcation and refers to features which are characteristic of WS-BPEL such as
dead path elimination. Our paper assumes that the initial model of composite
services are generated by such a method.
Narayanan et al. modeled composite Web services in OWL-S using Petri nets
in order to verify the composite Web services [11]. Their work veriﬁes the reachability to certain states and detects deadlocks.
Ankolekar et al. proposed a method transforming a composite Web service
in OWL-S into descriptions in a language for model checking[12]. This makes it
possible to verify not only control ﬂow but also dataﬂow. Fu et al. focused on
interactions between services in a composite Web service[13]. They transformed
interaction protocols described in BPEL into Guarded Automata(GA), which
reacts to certain messages. Then the GA is transformed into descriptions in a
language for model checking. Their method can ﬂexibly adopt various combinations of languages for composite Web service and languages for model checking.
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Many previous works have proposed methods for service selection. For example, the method proposed in [2] focuses on ﬁnding a combination of services which
gives the best QoS. The method proposed in [3] selects services considering interfaces of services in addition to QoS. These works assume that vast amount of
services are stored in a service cluster. In reality, however, the number of services
which have equivalent functions is limited. That is the reason the previous works
often cannot ﬁnd a combination of services. Moreover, to handle the policies of
service providers, we need not only ﬁnding a static combination of services but
also dynamic adaptation and meta-level control of composite services.
Also in the area of dynamic adaptation, there have been some previous works.
Most of the works can be classiﬁed into three types: weaving a new process based
on AOP (Aspect-oriented Programming), using a proxy to monitor/change messages exchanged between a composite service and invoked services, and transforming the model of a composite service based on deﬁnition of additional processes.
AO4BPEL[4] is one of the framework for realizing AOP of composite services.
It allows a user to deﬁne a pointcut in a WS-BPEL process and weave a process
described in WS-BPEL as an advice. This can add processes for adaptation
without changing the model of a composite service.
For service-oriented collective intelligence, however, it is required to satisfy
various policies of service providers. AOP is suitable for adaptation as described
in the previous section, but it is not ﬂexible enough to coordination such as
controlling order of service execution.
The work proposed in [5] adopts a framework using a proxy. It checks if messages exchanged among a composite services and the constituent services satisfy
the given conditions when the composite service execution engine invokes the
constituent services. If any of conditions is not satisﬁed, it performs some recovering processes, retries invocation, or changes the service to an alternative[14].
But this focuses on adaptation of single service and does not deal with policies
of all service provider concerned.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a framework of execution control for composite services. The framework realizes service selection and adaptation in order to satisfy
service providers’ policies. Moreover, adaptation applied at runtime can be veriﬁed using model checking.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
– We deﬁned procedures which update description of model checking for each
business logic control operation used for adaptation.
– We showed an algorithm which reduces the search space for veriﬁcation by
focusing on search states updated by business logic control operations.
Although there have been many previous works on adaptation and veriﬁcation,
they have not focused on verifying composite services which are adapted at
runtime. This paper is the ﬁrst work that tries to verify service providers’ policies
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are satisﬁed even when adaptation is applied by formally deﬁning eﬀects of
execution control for adaptation.
For future works, we are going to propose generation of adaptation process
which satisﬁes service providers’ policies based on formal deﬁnition of execution
control APIs and business logic control APIs.
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